
BRAGOLIN
Post-Punk / Wave  

CONTACT

Contact: Edwin van der Velde
Phone: +31 6 4312 5152
E-mail: bragolinmusic@gmail.com
Website: www.bragolin.nl
Promo, rider, etc: www.bragolin.nl/promo
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bragolinmusic
Bandcamp: https://bragolin.bandcamp.com
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/bragolin

TECHNICAL NEEDS

From the venue we need:
- 5 channels + 5 XLR cables to connect
- 1 vocal mic stand (preferred round base with straight stand, not the guitarist style one)
- 1 vocal mic (for backup and/or guest vocals) 
- 1 keyboard stand
- Fog machine (if available)
- Stroboscope (if available)
- Ventilator (if available)

Notes:
- We use our own stagemixer to mix our music, except the vocals. Output is 2 XLR sockets
- We use our own vocal microphone and vocal FX processor
- The singer uses in-ear and makes the mix himself from our own stagemixer on vocal processor
- Both our bandmembers are called Edwin, to not get confused :) :).

LIGHT REQUESTS

Colors: Preferred only red lights from behind the band with white spots for details
Stroboscope: If available from behind the band in some songs 
Fog machine: We prefer quite a lot of smoke
Projection: If possible our band Logo (psd) or Backdrop (jpg): www.bragolin.nl/promo

OTHER REQUESTS

- We are 4 persons (2 band members + 2 crew). 
- For shows that require flights or long travel we'll arrive a day earlier and therefore need an extra 

night of accommodation. We might also want to book some extra nights on our own costs. So 
please contact us (bragolinmusic@gmail.com) before booking accommodation.

- One of our bandmembers is allergic to nuts (live threatening). The other is primarily vegan, it would 
be nice if that can be taken in account for our stay. If vegan is too complicated, vegetarian is fine.

- It would be great if we could have some alcohol-free beers at the venue.
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BRAGOLIN
Post-Punk / Wave

STAGE SETUP & INPUT PATCH LIST

Ch Instrument Connection On monitors

1-2
(L-R)

Music from our own stagemixer 2 XLR’s (L-R) YES

3
(mono)

Vocals (wet added) XLR YES

4
(mono)

Vocals (dry)
• Backup for monitors if in-ear fails

XLR NO  
(Standby)

5
(mono)

Backup / Guest vocals mic
• Backup if CH3 fails or for guest vocalist
• Needs some reverb and delay FX on your mixer

Mic NO
(Standby)

Synth 
Edwin

Singer 
Edwin

Vocals dry (4)

Stage mixer (1-2) 
Vocals wet (3)

Backup mic (5)

Ventilator

V220


